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Reinventing ITIL® in the Age of DevOps: Innovative Techniques to Make Processes Agile and RelevantApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					
						Delve into the principles of ITIL® and DevOps and examine the similarities and differences. This book re-engineers the ITIL framework to work in DevOps projects without changing its meaning and its original objectives, making it fit for purpose for use in DevOps...
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Hydrogen and Fuel Cells: Emerging Technologies and Applications (Sustainable World)Academic Press, 2005

	The next several years will see a massive emergence of hydrogen fuel cells as an alterative energy option in both transportation and domestic use. The long-range expectation is that hydrogen will be used as a fuel, produced either from renewable energy, fossil, or nuclear sources, offering an environmentally acceptable and efficient source of...
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Practical Load Balancing: Ride the Performance TigerApress, 2012


	The Internet, and in particular the World Wide Web, have effectively leveled the playing field for

	businesses and individuals around the world. Do you have a great idea for a web site or a service? Even

	the more advanced ideas can be relatively easily and cheaply realized without much in the way of initial

	outlay. You can get...
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Service-Oriented Architecture : A Field Guide to Integrating XML and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2004
Service-oriented integration with less cost and less risk
  

The emergence of key second-generation Web services standards has positioned service-oriented architecture (SOA) as the foremost platform for contemporary business automation solutions. The integration of SOA...
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Value-Based Software EngineeringSpringer, 2005
The IT community has always struggled with questions concerning the value of an organization’s investment in software and hardware. It is the goal of value-based software engineering (VBSE) to develop models and measures of value which are of use for managers, developers and users as they make tradeoff decisions between, for example,...
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Human-in-the-Loop Simulations: Methods and PracticeSpringer, 2011

	Both the editors of this book were exposed to human-in-the-loop simulations while
	pursuing their doctoral degrees in the Center for Human-Machine Systems at
	Georgia Tech. In fact, S. Narayanan served as Ling Rothrock’s teaching assistant
	for the simulation course taught by Prof. Christine Mitchell. It has been over 15
	years...
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A UML Pattern Language (Macmillan Technology Series)Sams Publishing, 2000
This book is about how to model software systems and how to use those models.  It is rooted in that emerging intellectual "ecosystem" comprising the various  networks (the Internet, intranets, extranets, and so on), distributed objects,  piecemeal development based on short development cycles, and something called...
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Business Intelligence for Telecommunications (Informa Telecoms & Media)Auerbach Publications, 2006
Bringing together market research reports, business analyst briefings, and technology references into one comprehensive volume, Business Intelligence for Telecommunications identifies those advances in both methods and technology that are being employed to inform decision-making and give companies an edge in the rapidly growing and...
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Network-Centric Service Oriented EnterpriseSpringer, 2007
The emergence of Enterprise services has triggered a major paradigm shift in distributed computing: from Object-Oriented Architecture (OOA) to Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). As the need grows to incorporate and exchange information across wire-line and wireless networks, so grows the necessity to establish an infrastructure for...
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Techno Rebels: The Renegades of Electronic Funk (Painted Turtle)Painted Turtle, 2010

	When it was originally published in 1999, Techno Rebels became the definitive text on a hard-to-define but vital genre of music. Author Dan Sicko demystified techno's characteristics, influences, and origins and argued that although techno enjoyed its most widespread popularity in Europe, its birthplace and most important incubator was...
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Designing Usable Electronic Text (Second Edition)CRC Press, 2004
Designing Usable Electronic Text is without question an important resource to all professionals involved in the field of human-computer interaction and user interface designs.

 - HCI International News, April 2005

[A]n engaging presentation of elements...
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Legal Programming: Designing Legally Compliant RFID and Software Agent Architectures for Retail Processes and BeyondSpringer, 2004
"Thought-provoking and far-sighted, this book provides a detailed analysis of the legal issues involved in on-line business and how a new generation of electronic agents can help. If you’re grappling with these issues today—or if you just want to see what’s coming tomorrow—this book is an excellent place to...
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